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NEXT LEVEL
TAKE YOUR SONG TO THE 

...and have fun while you do it! 
Songwriting is one of the most challenging aspects of being a musician. It's also the most rewarding. Young musicians have so much

to say. Where do you begin? How do you get to that satisfying chorus? What if that chord you haven't learned yet is the secret to

unlocking the worlds inside of you?

That's why we are here. Songwriting can be an isolating activity, but the true magic happens when you are surrounded by your

unique, creative peers. We will not teach you "how to write a song." We will share ideas, tips, games and support so YOU can answer

for yourself. We want to hear what you have to say.

Limited to six students per workshop. 

Session One:

What's Your Story?

Session Two:

Learn From The Best

Session Three:

Don't Hesitate

Session Four:

Say What You Mean

Session Five:

Studio Recording 101

Session Six:

Capturing the Moment

Session Seven:

How To Take the Stage

Session Eight:

Opening Night

Each student will play a song they've already

written or a song that they love. We assess the

musical skills of each student and talk about

what they'd like to learn. An assignment is

handed out to be completed by Session 2.  One

hour of guided writing time. 

We listen to great songs by artists at the top of

their game across multiple genres. Each student

will be asked to share a favorite song and talk

about why it excites them. We discuss song

structure, lyrical content, melody, meter,

rhythm and instrumentation.  One hour of free

writing time. 

We discuss the fearlessness needed to become a

great writer. We incorporate games from

improvisational theater to encourage going with

your gut and trusting your instincts.  One hour of

free writing time and 1/2 hour of group

workshop.

This week's focus is on chord structure and the

editing process. Basic music theory concepts are

taught as they relate to making specific choices

for each student's song. We discuss the lyrical

editing process and how to make stronger word

choices.  An assignment is handed out to

completed by Session 5. 

A change of pace! By now each student should be

close to completing their showcase song. This

week is an introduction to the basic elements of a

recording studio. We discuss microphone types,

advantages and disadvantages to the myriad of

DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) options and

even practical advice on how to properly roll a

cable. Students will all get handson experience

with Logic Pro X. 

The art of recording could be a whole course

itself! We discuss performance techniques in

the studio, how to get the right take, and song

arrangement and production. Each student will

engineer and record throughout this practical

workshop. 

Live performance can be the most

fun and the most nervewracking

element of sharing your work. This

week we prep for the final

showcase by discussing

performance techniques, stage

presence, and selfconfidence.

These are practical skills that

enhance all aspects of life, from job

interviews to school presentations.

We do a full runthrough of next

week's performance. 

This is it! The night we've all been

waiting for. Parents and friends are

warmly invited to an intimate

showcase in Nashville's coolest

building (Marathon Works). We

are all treated to the final results of

everyone's hard work and shared

experience. Refreshments will be

served, and each student gets to

take home a professional video

recording of the entire

performance. 
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